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ABSTRACT
The relationship between secondary school students'

socioeconomi6 status and 'ethnicity and their participation in
vocational education programs was examined. Analysis of data from,25
secondarywuksols focused on three questions concerning: (1) the
emphasis on VaItional programs in non-white, ethnically or racially'
raised, and white secondary schools; (2) percentage of non-white
.students in vocational education courses; and (3).the substance of
vocational programs at non-white, mixed, and white schools. Each
school's vocational program was described in terms of the teacher
resources allocated to it, thi content and format of courses, and the
race/ethnicity of students taking the courses. Data analysis
indicated that white and non-white students participated in fairly
equivalent ways in vocational education. Non-white schools and mixed
Schools were not more vocational in nature than were white schools.
Non-white students n mixed schooli'did not appear to be consistently
enrolled in disproportionate numbers in,vocational programs. However,
a substantive difference emerged in the content of vocational courses
offered to white and non-white students. lt,appeared that
socioeconomic status las associate3 with differences in the types of
prOgmgms offereg. Non-whites and poor whites were being directed in
their Vocational training toward futures in lower-class social and.
economic positions. Vocational skills taught to middle and upper
class white students were regarded as useful regardless of
occupational status. Business courses offered to whites emphasized
managerial and financial skills. Those offered to non -white and poor
student, taught clerical or retail skills..It is hypothesized that
vocational education plays a role in reinforcing the low economic and
social position of non-whites in American society. (JD)
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LIMITING OPPORTUNITY:
STUDENT RACE AND CURRICULAR DIFFERENCES

IN SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Jeannie Oakes

Technical Riport No. 28

1981

<,

I

A Study of Schooling is based upon the assumption that improving school's requires
knowing what is happening in and around them. A comprehensive data-base of contextual
information was obtained froth students, teachers, administrators, parents and observers
at all grade levels in thirty-eight elementary and secondary purposively sampled schools. It
is strongly recommended that teaders-of any technical report in this series first read Technical R;port
No. 1 which oWlines the details, scope and limitations of the Study as a Whok.

It must be understood that this series of technical reports does. not constitute the Study. Some
reports a highly specific "molecular" inquiries while others take a more "molar" view
across data so , ooling levels, etc. Some reports.are more methodological in nature
arising out of issues in data analysis. Many of the reports quite naturally overlap in data
analysed and interpretations rendered. Some authors. have approached their task as
consisting mostly of data description with little discussion .beyond the presentation of the
data. Other*have ventured further into the realm'-of interpretation and speculation. It must
be further understood that data-based inferences can and do differ among researchers who come at
the data from,liffering points-of-view. Authors, therefore, are duly acknoWledged foie each
report and are responsible for the material presented therein.



LIMITING OPPORTUNITY:

STUDENT RACE AND CURRICULAR DIFFERENCES

IN SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

One of the most fregfiely articulated goals of vocational education

has been to increase the economic opportunities of poor and minority youth

' by providing them with specific occupational skills. At the same time, these

4 programs have been criticized as a means for sorting these students into

programs that limit their future opportunities and,in fact, relegate them to

low-level occupations and social status.

This study was intended to explore theirelationship of vocational

education in public secondary schooling torsocial stratification. Given the

; considerable federal support of vocational programs and the substantial public

enthusiasm for them, it seems essential to understand not only the direct out-

comes of such programs, but the more hidden effects as well. If, in fact,

vocational programs serve to stratify students alpng race and class lines

and then to limit some students' opportunities for economic and social mobility,.

these effects need to be clearly understood both by policy makers and sch of

people. Thus, this study sought to uncdVer any differences in the scope a

substance of vocational programs provided to different groups of students In

schools and to asseis the implications of these differences for stuaInts'

future opportunities.

The Context

The earliest advocates of vocational education viewed manual training

as complelientary to academic stud/Os in the provision of a balanced edulation

for all students. The arguments for this training emphasized the need for

general education in mechanical processes, rather than prIparation for specific
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trades, and the learning of principles rather than the acquisition of specific

skilli. This, concept of manual education, however, and_t .view of its relevance

to the liberal education of all students were soon lost in the rush of more

political forces at tlls end of the nineteenth.' century..

Businessmen, eager to free practical trade training from the union-

controlled apprenticeship system, strongly advocated the use of public schools

for training future industrial workers with.needed technidal skills. Leiders

of the changing agricultural industry, as Well, suppoCted the,inclUsion of

agricultural education.in rural schools. They hoped that agricultural training

would both help establish a new "scientific", approach to farming, viewed as

neceRsary in an industrialized nation, and encourage young people to remain

on the farm in an era of urbanization (Cremin, 1964).

Some educators, too, in bOth urb.an and rural areas had less than purel

educational 'goals in mind in their advocacy of vocational.education. The new

bleed of efficiency-minded urban school administrators saw vocational programs

as a productive mechanism for differentiating the curriculum and sorting

students according to what they perceived to be the diverse needs and proclivities

of the expanding high school population. City school administrators saw the

needs and educational pdtential of poor and immigrant children as quite different

from those of middle and upper class students (Katz, 1971). Rural educators,
.

too, saw the infusion of an agricultural focus into the high school curriculum
400\

as a means of capturing both student and parent interest in education. The

traditionaZcurriculum was seen as overly "bookish" and irrelevant to rural

lift (Cremin, 1964).

Prove:live reformers, as well, encouraged the move toward vocational

training programs in their attempts to democratize high school education. It

was (loped that thedifierentiated.curriitilbm Would support a new concept of

V
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equal educational opportunit--one that took into:account differences in

students' interests and abilities. By providing different high school curricula,

opportunities for success could be equalized in that different groups of

r students could be provided with programs suited to their backgrounds and

probable futures. In 1908,- the superintendent of Boston schools wrote, "Until

ver( recently (the schools) have Offered equal opportunity for all to receive

one kind of education, but what will make thei democratic is to provide,

opportuhity for all to receive such education as will fit- them equally well

for their particular lifework" (as quoted in Carnoy, 1974).

With these forces pushing for specific skill-training and occupational

preparation, the notion-of a-balanced manual and academic liberal education

for all became largely empty'rhetoric. Instead, the inclusion of specific

vocational training programs was widely heralded as a way of achieving a

variety of goals. Among them were a) supplling the nation with the needed,

corps of skilled industrial workers, b) providing students with marketable

skills and thereby enhancing their employment opportunities, c) making the

school experience more'relevant tg students' life experiences, and d) equalizing
I w 1

educational opportunity by meeting the needs and interests orthose students

for whom the more academic high school curriculum was seen as.idappropriate.

The limited amount of research on the returns of vocational education

programs both to the'ation and to individual participants, h wever, has not

r

established that any or all of these goals have been attained. IvakBerg's

(1970) work on the effects of education .on performance in thedworkplace indicates

that higher levels of educational attainment are not associated with worker

productivity. In faCt, among the factory workers Berg studied, those who had

completed high school programs were no more productive than those who had

dropped out. Additio411y, Clark and Sloan (1966) found that most skilled

3
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workers do not acquire their training in vocational programs; most needed skills

were learned by the workers in their study either informally or on the job.

These and other studies indicate that industry has not gained measurably from

vocational training programs. Other\work has shown that those students who

complete vocational prrograms,havenot seen able to use their training to

enhance their access to employment. 39.).7 studies from the 1960's showed that

graduates from these programs were no more likely to be employed than were

high school drop-outs (Plunkett, 1960; Duncan, 1964). Further, on-the-job

training has hien judged by workers themselves to be more useful than formal

vocational training (Young and others, 1972). 'And Garbin's (1970) investigation

found no differences in the extent to which VqOational and non-vocational

(general curriculum) graduates reported being hired at the levels and at the

salaries that they had hoped, or in/their ability.to cope with their jobs.

-Finally, -graduates of vocational programs have not been found to hold more,

favorable career positions than graduates of general high school curricula

(Grasso, 1972). Grubb and Lazerson (1974) summarizing much of this work

conclude that students in vocational programs rarely have found work appropriate

tq their specific training and that they have been only rarely more advantaged

in terms of income,

academic prograis.

vocational programs

So re nt_

employment, job mobility, and status than graduates of

Thus, the evidence strongly suggests that Tarticipation in

has n enhanced the emploSrment opportunitlea of participants.

lyses of the introduction of vocatfbnal programs have

di ationales of both businessmen and school people for these

prof h r than a means of providing the increasingly technical training

wo;kersi-o* need'for employment in at industrial society or as a way of

'democratizing the high school curriculum, tz (1971), Carnoy (1974), Cohen

and Lazerson (1974), Bowles and Gintis (

4
8

and others see vocational
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programa SI serving a stratifying function in schools. They suggest that the .

introduction of vocational programs into public schooling was most likely a

response to the influx of working class, poor, and immigrant children into the

high school and the threat they posed to its formerly elite status. Rather

than changing the(character of the academic curriculum to meet the neels of -

a diverse student population (and thereby preserve the common school), the

inclusion of vocational programs permitted offering differentiated curricula

within the same pchool and stratifying students. As a result, according to

this view, vocational programs provided a means whereby working class children

'would neither drop out of the school nor receive an academit' education. In

these programs, lower class students have learned attitudes and skills appro-

priate to-manual labor positions: At the same time middle and uppei-cl.ass

children have retained almost exclusive access to the more prestiegous academic

curriculum.. Viewed in this way, the division of secondary schooling into

vocational and academic programs has reinforced the social and economic strati-

ficition of American society.

Consistent with these analyses of the stratifying effects of vocational

education programs, studies of the characteristics of vocational eimdents have

found them to'come from lower socioeconomic groups than do.students in academic

programs.- For example, Project.Talent data indicated that-vocational students

differed from the general student population in that the heads of their house-

holds had lower-status occupations, lower incomes, or lower levels of education

(Evans and Galloway, 1973). Whether or not students.from non-white racial or
4

ethnic groups are found in disproportionate percentages in vocational programs

is a question that has not received adequate study.-

5
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The Problem

As we have seen, the research evidence has pointed to the apparent

ileffectiveness of vocational Programs in providing either a substantial

proportion of the trained workers needed for American industry or increased

occupational opportunities for students. Furthermore, educhtional scholars

have suggested that an underlying function of vocational education has been 'to

segregate poor and minority students into occupational training programs in

order to preserve the academic curriculum for middle and upper-class students.

In this way it has been suggested that the differentiated curriculum has

served to reinforce the racial and socioeconomic stratification of society.

If this view regarding-the stratifying effects of a curriculum split into

vocational and academic programs is correct, both the direction and the apparent

effectiveness of vocational education can be better understood. If the

purpose underlying the introduction of vocational programs was to*provide a

separate curriculum for poor and immigrants, newcomers to high schiol education,

the shift from the concept of manual and intellectual training as complementary

parts of a liberal education for all students to.that of specific vocational

training to meet the needs of non-academic students is more easily explained.

MOreoVer, the ineffectiveness of vocational programs may partially rest in

their inability to help poor and minority students overcome race and class

obstacles to occupational oppOrtunity and social mobility.

In view of these possibilities, this study sought to uncover the relation-.

ship between student race and ethnicity and vocational education programs in a

sample of public secondary schools. Two questions guided this investigation.

First, how dq vocational programs differ in both scope and substance? And,

second, do any differences found in vockt!onal programs suggest that these

programs function as mechanisms of social'stratification, specifically that

; 0
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minority students (who are usually poor as well) more, than whites'are

directed toward lower-level occupations? Three specific aspects of these'

questions were the.focus of the analysis of data about the programs studied:

1) Was there a greater overall emphasis onvocallonal_programs in

non-white and ethnically or racially mixed secondary schools than in white

schools?

2) At racially and ethnically mixed schools were non-white students

found in disproportionately large percentages* vocationaleducatioq courses?

3) Was the substance of vocational programs markedly differenfat

non-white and mixed schools from those at white schools? And, within mixed

schools were there particular types of vocational prdgrams in which dispropor-

tionate peroentages of white add non-white students were enrolled?

Method

The Sample

Part of the data collected for A Study of Schooling is information from

a variety of sources about 210 vocational education course offerings in-12

senior high schools,.12 junior high/middle schools and 1 school combining

grades 7-12.
1

These 25 secondary schools represent a purposive sample of

schools across the nation. They vary considerably in such characteristics as

size of school population, ee6gTomic status of the,community, race/ethnicity of

enrolled students, geographic location, and community type (rural/urban/

suburban).

For the purposes of this study this sample of 25 schools was divided

into-the following subsampled. Firit, the 12 Senior high schools and 1 seven-.

twelve school comprise the senior high sample. The 12 junior high/middle
4

schools make up the junior high sample: Within each of these level samples,

additional divisiong of schools were made according to the race and ethnicity

'7 1`



of the students enrolled in them. Students from the following racial and

ethnic gioups were, classified as non-white: Black, Minn, Mexican-Amerigan,

and other non- white. At the senior high level, seven schools'ere categorized

as "white" schogis. Of-these seven, oneschool enrolled 80%.whlte students,

the other six were 90% or more white. Four spools were categorized as "mixed."

Each of these scheols enrolled approximately 50% non-white students.' The two

remaihing schools were olassified as "nor- white" as each enrolled more than

95% non-white students. The 4Hite schools represent an enrollment of 6,728

students, the non-white schools 5,708 students, and the mixed schools 5,318

students (2,623 white and 2,695 non-wh.14). Among the junior highschools a similar

division of schools was made:. Six schools withran enrollment of 95% or More

white students, were categorized as "white" schodls. Four schools with
.141

approxitately 50% non -why enrollment were classified as "mixed." The re-
.

maining two schools,enrolle 95% or more non-white students and were classified

as "non-white" schools. The white junior high schools enrolled a total of

4,055 students, the non-white schools 2,540 students and the mixed schools 3,515
t

students 0,664 white and 1,851 non- white).

Procedure

Several types of data were included in the analysib of vocational

programs at the 25 secondary schools. first, from master schedules provided

by the schools, the total teacher resources allocated to vocational programs

wereoomputed by calculating for each school the number of teaching hours in

each school day spent in vocational subjects. This total was divided by the

number of teaching hours which were required of full -tme teachers at the school.

The resultant score was determined to be the number of full-time teaching

positions or their equivalents (FTE's) allocated to vocational programs at the

,school: These FTE'a' were used'as a measure of vocational teacher resources at

8 12
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4
each of the schools whit's couldbe compared to teacher resources in other

t

subjects at the same school or with those in vocational education progiams

at other schools in the, sample,.

N
Second, from the moister schedules, published pourie outlines, student - v.

registration forms and-othervailable school do§uments, the content 'and fqrmais
. ,

'of vocational education courses were determined. ',Formats included the length

4
of class time--regular class period or 'extended time period--and location--

on or off-campus: From the corriculum materials pstkagei submitted by teachers,

of vocational, courses lists of the instructional topics and skills taught were

. used to further define f
the content of the tours offered. From these sources

- ,vocational education courses were categorized into seven basic content types:

general induatrial arts, homemaking, business, preparation fordskilled

trades, military preparation, agriculture, general career and/or consumer

education or supervised work experience.

Third, the race /ethnicity data about students were used to identify

,thedistribution of various ethnic and. racial groups in vocational education

programs. At schopls categorized as either white or non-white, school level

data was used. At mixed race schools, class level data was used to determine

the facial composition of vocational education classes. At Aix of the eight

multi-ethnic schools class level data were available about the sampled classes.

And, while not every section of a course offered at a school was included in

'the-eample, vocational education-classes were widely sampled at the schools.

Therefore, conclusions about the race/ethnicity of 'the students enrolled in

so

a

programs were made from the sampled classes. Ifjno section of a course was

soupled, the race/ethnicity of'the enrolled students was considered missing data.

At tut,orthe eight multiethnic schools (one each at the senior and junior high

school levels) the collection of race or ethnicity data about individuals was

4
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not permitted by the schools. However, this small amount of missing data

. 'should not interfere with the analysis of student race /ethnicity -and \vocational

education across the sample.

40 Using the above data,each schools vocational progpm was described in,

terns of the teacher resources allocated to it the content and format of

courses, and the race/ethnicity of thestudents taking courses. (School by

school descriptions are contained in Appendix A.) Schools were then compared
4

on each of the dimensions in an attempt to answer the research questions.

Each level of schooling -- junior and senior high schools--was analyzed separately.

Results
e

Allocation of Teacher Resources to Vocational Education Programs

Voclational eddtation programs ranked first among subjects across our

sample of thirteen senior high schools in the percentage of total FTEs allocated

to them. With 22% of the total, vocational education programs ranked slightly

aboye"English/reading/language arts programsJwith 20% across schools, and

substantially above all othlr subjects., Math and social studies shared the

thlird ranking with 13%-ofototal FTEs.

At the junior high/ middle school leve vocational educational programs .

J sharedfourth ranking with science across the twelve schools at this level.

, English (22%), math (18%), and social studies (14%) programs occupied greater,

percentages of FTEs at the junior high/middle school level than did vocational

education, with 12% of the total (Table 1)'.

0

Insert Table 1 about here

Considerable variation existed among the high schools, however, IA the

8
proportion of FTEa occupied by vocational education progripms. At seven of the

high schools these programs occupied the largest percentage of.FTEs of any, of

I
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`the subject areas. rut, even ,among these seven, the percentages ranged from

.21% at Atwate*to 42% at Fairfield. Among the six schools,wherivocational

education programs did not rank first, tl5e percentages of FTEs ranged from

13%- at Newport and Palisades to 21% at Rosemont. AtIour of these schools,

vocational education programs ranked second. Only at two of.the schools--

Palisades and Bradford--where the subject areas shared FTEs fairly equally'

(except for foreign language) did vocational education programs rank below

,second in percentage of total FTEs. Vocational programs were very extensive

at the high school level as measured by this criteria. At four of the schools,

more than one-quarter of the total instructional program was in this area:

Although the range was not as great as at the senior high school level,

the percentage ofFTEs in vocational education varied as well among the junior

high/middle schools. Laurel Middle School falls at the bottom of the range

with only 4%, with programs at CrestviewMiddle,, Rosemont Middle, Woodla4

Junior High, and Palisades Middle slightly larger with 7%. At the top of the

range Manchester Middle stands out with 22%. 'Vocational education programs at

the'middle leval'ofthe Fairfield, Euclid, Dennison, and Woodlake triples did

no seem to share the extensiveness of the programs seen at the high school

level. (See Table 2.) Appendix B includes the distribution of FTEs among all

subject areas at each of the schools at the two secondary levels.

Insert Table 2 about here

t

When the allocation of teecher relources is considered separately for

schools differing in the racielSand ethnic composition of their student pop=

ulations, we do not find that the variance in resourses at either level appears

to have been associated with student race or ethnicity. As shown in Table 3,

* Names of schools and (114"4^4:,: in t1)1$3 report are fInti+In^
11
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bin the average, quite similar percentages of the total:teacher resources were

allocated to white schools and to those, with not-white or mixed populations.

Insert Table 3 about here

-Thus we can conclude, in answer to the first research question, that

there was no greater overall emphasis--in terms of the allocation of teaching

resources--on vocational educationAprograms in non-white or racially mixed

schools than in white schools in the Study of Schooling sample. And, because

teacher resources provide a good eattate of-the proportion of the school's

total instructional emphasis in a particular area, it seems clear that,on,the

average:white schools and those with a substantial non-white population gave

equal emphasis to vocational education.

acial Copposftion of Vocational.gducation Programs at Multiracial find Multi-
,

ethnic Schools

Among the sample of mixed Junior high schools at which individual, tudent

race/ethnicity data was colleCted, disproportionate-percentagei of non -white

'students were not found in vocational classed at two of the schools. On the

contrary* at Palisades 74% ofthe4students enrolled in sampled classes were

white. At Laurel 60% were white. Xocational education courses were required'

lius

fo all eighth graders at Laureland for seventh and eighth graders not enrolled
,,,

in is or foreign language classes at Palisades. Under these circumstances,

it is not likely that a dispropititionate enrollment of non-white students,in

vocational education wo7uld occur.- At Fairfield 5 vocational-classes were

sampled with a total enrollment of 25 students. Of these, however, only 5

(20%) were white. Because ofthis small enrollment, it does not appearaoti

vocational education was required at Fairfield. The lack of individual race/

ethnicity data at Newport, prevented the analysis of the representation of

groups in its vocational program.

12 1



Similarly, the three mixe4,seqior high sChoolW'fbr whiCh individual

race /ethnicity data were collecteddid not follow a consistent pattern of

class composition. At Fairfield 17 classes were sampled With a,total student

enrollmentiof 193. Of these, 52% were white, nearly the same as the 53% yhite

at the sChooj, al(it whole. At Palisades 5 classes were sampled with a total

enrollment of 90 students. Whites made tip 29% of the total, a considerably

smaller percentage than the 50% at the school as a whole, Three classes were

sampled at Laurel with a total enrollment of 43 students. 00these 29% were

white in contrast to 52% .whe in the total school population. Again, the

distribuennipof racial groups at Newport is unknoyn.

Generally,' it sees that the.sample of multiracial /ethnic vocational

Ap
classes is too small and schools too diverse for much generalizing abdut the

allocation of studenti from various racial and ethnic groups to vocational

education programsirgenetal. AA a result, the second research question

" as to
dor

whether at;racially mixed schools,non-white students were found in

disproportionately large percentages in vocational courses Can not be answered

definitively from the data about our sampled schools.

Vocational Education Content aftd Format, and Student Race/Ethnicity

The content of vocational education programs at the two groups.of

schoolsa) white and 046mixed or non-white--differed markedly at the senior ,

high schools and somewhat at the junior.high/middle.school level. Both in the

content of available'courses and the format of purses distinct differences

were found. Additionally, at the MAO school level, considering all

schools together, the enrollment of various racial and ethnic grOups

in different types of vocational education programs followed distinctive

patterns.

Within the vocational educaOional programs, courses of seven distinct

types were offered: businesi, skill'or trade preparation, military

13
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preparation, agricultural, general hbme economics, general industrial

arts, and general career or consumer education. In addition, the Formats

of various vocational educational courses were not identical. Some courses

were contained within the regular school schedule and occupied only one class.

period. Other courses extended,over a longer period of time and existed as

either on-campus laboratory or shop classes or were conducted either partially

or entirely off-campus. Interestingly, neither the content of.vocationar

education courses nor the format was consistent among schools. Some of the

variations appear,to be associated with the geographical location of schools--

agriculture at rural schools, for example. Most differences, however,'seem

to be related to*the racial/ethnic makeup of a school's student pOpulation.

In Tables 4 and 6 characteristics of the vocational education courses

offered at schools at the two levels (junior and. senior high school) are

displayed. Several types of information are included in the tables: a) the

4

number of distinct courses offered by schools in each vocational education

content category-b) the format of available courses c) the racial/ethnic

category of schools and d) the racial composition of courses of various con-

tents and formats within the schools.
2

"Ir

Insert Table 4 about here

From the information included in Table 4, it appears clear that junior

high vocational education programs were more sivilar.than different, with

courses of similar content and format offered at the schools. Eleven of the 12

junior high/middle schools offered courses in the home economics area to their

students and 10 schools offered classes in general industrial arts. White

and non-white students across the sample appear.to have had fairly equal access

AI
to these courses.

\' 1 8L
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Three types of courses were not consistently offered at this level.

Business courses (typing) were offered at 5 schools, consumer or general

vocational education at 3, and trade preparation at only 1. Despite the

overall similarity in offerings, the diffetences in junior high school'prograne

seem to be associated with the composition of the student body. From the

percentages shown 'in Table 5 it is clear that while home economic and general

ihdustrial arts courses dominated the curriculum at the white schools, courses

preparing students with specific occupational skills--both business and manual

skills--constituted a substantial portion of the course offereings at non-

white and mixed schools.

Insert Table 5 about here

The piogram at Fairfield is,illuatrative of these differences. A mixed

school with 50% of its student population Mexican-American, Fairfield was the

only school to offer courses preparing for specific trades. These courses

were two hours in length' and took students off compus. The specific content

of these classes included home and community services, duplicating skills;

horticulture, general mechspical repair, building maintenance, and general

. construction trades. Non-white students made up the buff of the student

enrollment. (See Appendix A for a more detailed description of this program.)

Insum, while similar vocational progiame were available to white and

non-white junior high school students, what program differences existed appear

to be related to the race/ethnicity of students with courses offering specific

skill training most available at schools with a substantial non-white population.

Greater program differences were found at the senior high school level.

Characteristics of the high school programs are shown'in Table 6.

Insert Table 6 about here
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Not only were high school,vocational programs quite varied, but the

variance seems to have been associated with the racial and ethnic make -up of

the schools' student populations Further, within schools of mixed racial or

ethnic composition, the enrollment of white and non-white students in various

types of vocational education courses followed distinct patterns. The

ftglowing findings are illustrative of these differences.

1. Students at white and non-white or mixed schools had the same

number of different vocational course offerings available tb them=-an average

of 13 different titles at white schools and 13.5 at non-white and mixed

schools. Nevertheless, at the two sets of schools the substance of these

courses differed considerably. Included in Table 7 are the percentages of

various content types of vocational courses at the two sets of 'schools. The

most obvious differences are in the percentages devoted to business, trade

preparation, and general industrial arts courses. Students at white schools

had considerably more extensive business and industrial arts programs available

to them and considers -more restricted programs in trade preparation than

did students attending non -whit or mixed schools. Additionally, students

at the latter group of schools had "greater access tOrograms in military

training and home economics than did students at the white schools.

'Insert Table 7/about here

The formats of courses differed at the two groups of schools as well.

At the white schools in the sample 10% of the courses,were scheduled for ex

tended time periods and/or were conducted all or in p ff campus. At the

non-white and mixed schools 37% of the co01011 were of this type.
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2. Not only did the white schools haye considerably more business

courses available than did non-white and mixed schools, but within the mixed

schools greater perCentages of white than non-white students tended to be

enrolled in the business courses_ offered. Of the 13 business courses sampled

at mixed schools, 8 (62%) had a disproportionately high white enrollment,

3 (23%) had a disproportionately high non-white enrollment gnd in 2 (15%) the

race/ethnicity of the students enrolled was not available.

3. Within the business category there also appears to have been a

difference in the type of courses made available to white and non-white

students. Courses oriented toward management and finance were offered pre-

dominately at white schools. Across the.spple both white and non-white

students had access to courses in clerical skills such as typing, shorthand,

bookkeeping, and office procedures: Courses in retailing were also available

at both types of schools as well. However, only students attending white

schools were offered the following kinds of courses: the role of business,

banking, taxation, business careers, the stock market, business machineli,

data processing, and business law (See Appendix A).

4. Five all-white schools and 5 mixed or non-white schools offered

courses preparing students for specific trades or with employable manual skills.

Nevertheless, both the number and content of these courses varied considerably

at the two types of sdhools. Eleven such courses were available at white

schools, 26 at mixed or non-white schools,oth_types of schools offered

specifisc drafting courses, machine shop, auto repair, and hospital or health

occupations. Students at white schools had the following courses available

as well: whine technology, aviation, and power mechanics. Students at

non-white or mixed schools were offered the following: cosmetology, building

construction, home and community services (institutional cooking and sewing),

k3i
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vocational child care, mill and cabinet shop, needle trades, upholstery,

printing, Commercial art, commercial photography: and housekeeping and food

services. None of the white schools ofered these courses to students.,

The format of the trade preparation courses differed as well. Of the

37 different courses offered, 24 extended beyond the regular class time period

and/or were conducted Off-campus. Of these 24 extended programs, 21 (88%),
\

were at mixed or non-white schools. Of the 24, 20 (83%) were attended all

or mostly by non-white students, 3 (13%) were attended by whites, and in 1 (4%)

the racial and ethnic composition of the class was unavailable. The 3 classes

of this type attended by whites were also unique as they were the only ones

in the sample conducted at the local community college.

Trade preparation courses differed, then, in the number, content, and

formats of programs available to and attended by white and non-white students.

Non-white students were more likely to be enrolleein courses teaching low-

level skills which were extended in lengtWand often conducted in an off-

campus setting than were-white,students.

5. Differences'can also'be seen in the opportunities students from

different racial or ethnic groups had for preparation for military careers.

Of the five courses offered, foui (80%) were at non -white or mixed schools and

one was at a whit school: The course at the white school was distinct from

the others (standard ROTC programs) in that it was classified as a science

rather than a vocational education course and included science topics as the

focus of instruction as well as military preparation.
a

6. Three-schools, all in rural locations, had agriculture classes

available to students. Two.of the schools were white, one mixed. At the white
I7

schools, agriculture classes were held on campus and fit the regular class
c.

format. At the mixed school one was of this type and enrolled mostly white
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students; the other was an-extended-off-campus program and enrolled mostly

Mexican - American students,.

7., General industrial arts courses were available at 6 of the 7

all-white schooli and at 5 of the 6 non-white or-mixed schools. These

courses were of a general education type, providing instruction in working

th various kinds of materials rather than in occupational preparation.

They all Ito the regular class period format. However, a discrepancy

between the two types of schools existed in that while 22 course offerings

of this type were available across the sample of white schools, a total of

only 9 of these courses were offered at the non-white or mixed schools.

8. Including vocatiJhal education courses of all content types at the

high schools, 39 were of the extended time or off-campus format. Of these,

°ply 9 were oared in the white schools: 4 (44%) were in the business area,

3 (33%) in tra (community college courses), and 2 (22%) in supervised
4

wark'experience. In contrast, at the non-white or mixed schools, 30 courses

of this format were offered: 7 (23%) in business; 21 (70%) in trades, 1

(less than 1%) in agriculture and 1 (less than 1%) in supervised work ex-

perience. Of the 39 programs across the schools, 26 (67%),were attended

either all or predominately by non-white students and 11 (28%) entirely by

white students. The racial/ethnic make-up of the remaining 2 classes was

unavailable.

Based on these observations of program differences, it seems very clear

that white and non-white high school students had very different vocational

-education opportunities available to them. Additionally, at schools of mixed

racial or ethnic composition at this level whites and non-whites tend to have

been enrolled in different types of courses.
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Discussion

This study yeilded three major findings regarding the relationship of

social stratification and vocational education programs. Fir, no evidence.

was found that, in the 25 schools studied, those with substantial non-white

populations emphasized vocational education as a subject area more than-did

schools with'all white populations. While there was variation in emphasis

among the schools studied, especially at the senior high level, differences

did not appear to be related to the race or ethnicity of the students enrolled

at the schools. Second, no conclusive evidence emerged that would indicate

that, at the schools with mixed populations, disproportionate percentages of
4

non-white students were enrolled in vocational education classes per se.

While it was the case that at'l junior high and 2, senior highs more than

two-thirds of the students enrolled in sampled vocational education classes

were non-white, at the 3 other schools this disproportionate enrollment of

non - whites was -not found.

From these two analysis it appears that white and non-white students

particAtated in fairly equivalent ways in vocational education. Non-white

and mixed schools were not more vocational in nature than were white schools.

Non-white students in mixed schools did not appear to be consistently enrolled

in.disproportionate numbers in vocational programs. But it is clear from the

further results of this study that merely considering the overall vocational

emphasis in a school's instructional program or the percentage of white and

non-white students enrolled in vocational courses is not enough. For, the
s

third major finding obtained in this investigation was that substantive

differences both between and within school vocational programs resulted in

IL
markqd differences in the vocational educational experiences of white and

non-white secondary students.

20
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the sampling procedure used in the Study of Schooling limits the

s
generalLtion,of these findings, there is'no reason toreuspect that the

schools studied are not representative of American schools in general. Thus,

11111
it k kely that the'findings reported,here describe phenomena common to

secondary schooling. .1 Certainly, the findings reported here can be used as#

strong hypothesii for the further exploration of the part vocational education

plays'in reinforcing the low economic and social position of most non-whites

in American, society.

. Further, it is important tb note here that because socioeconomic status

data ow.individual students was not collected as a part of the Studok Schooling,

the relationship between student socioeconomic status and vocational education

was not considered in this inquiry. Clearly, the inclusion of such data would

have provided valuable insight into the problem addressed in the study. It may

be that in vocational education socioeconomic status is more highly associated

With differences in-the types' of programs offered and attended than are race

and ethnicity as has been the case in dip study of other educational factors

(see Jane Mercer's work among others). And, it may be, as the Evans and Galloway

study found, that the students in vocationai,Trograms generally"were of lower

socioeconomic status than those students not taking vocational courses. In

that case, the differences found would be those between the experionces of
. 0

poorer white and poorer non-white students. Nevertheless, while the question

of whether it was their race/ethnicity or their socioeconomic status that

accounted for the differences in the vocational educed:en of students is important,

ti

it should not be permitted to obscure the clear finding that distinct differences

existed the experiences and opportunities of white and non-white students in

the Study of Schooling sample.
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Two major implications can be derive& ftom this study, one procedpral,

the other substantive. First, the results of this study point to theA. t ortance:

of looking beyond simple measures of school resources o student enrollment in

programs when considering questions of educational equity. For, as the findings

here indicate, tt Is likely that the differential socializ4tion of childiin

from various racial and economic backgroUnds results. from"the programmatic

differences they experience. Within subject areas, if the access

tolertain kinds of kqowledge or organizational arrangements is restricted

for some students and enhanced for others, schools cannot be said to berproviding

equal educational opportunity. Such was the case with the vocational prOgraum

considered in this study._ Differences in the emAriences of white and non -

whites,likely to have important consequences for heir social and economic

futures were only found in .the analysis of the actual substance of programs--

their curricular content and organizational arrangements. The more straight-
/N.

forward and quantifiable analyses of the proportiOn of teaching resources

ailoqated tkvocational programs at schools or the proportion of students

from diffdrent groups enrolled in vocational subjects at mixed schools masked'

these substantive differences. Had these been the only analyses conducted in

this study, very different and misleading conclusions Gould have been reached.

The second implication of the findings of this study flows from the

direction of the substantive differences found in the vocational education

experiences of whites and now-whites.

The kinds of differences that emerged indicate that non-whites more

than whites were being directed in their vocational training toward futures in

lower -class social and economic positions. Programs enrolling predominately

Or all non-white students were more likely fb center around specific training '*

for low-level occupations than were courses enrolAng mostly whites. These
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differences werefound as early is junior high with courses in clerical skills

ant manual labor offered alhoost exclusively in non -white and mixed schools.

Junior high vocational courses in white schools were nearly all of a more genergi

education type--homemaking and general industrial, arts. Skills aught in these

'11:
courses are thpse regarded as useful to all, regardless of occu tional status.

KnOWledge of foods and their preparation and general woodworking skills, for

le, have no social -class divisions and are considered as appropriate for

the future attorney or teacher as for the future mechanic or domestic worker.

Not so with such skills as building maintenance or comiercial,sewing. These

latter are tied to specific low -level occupations and were among those taught'

in classes attended by non-whites in the junior high school sample.
D

This oontent distinction was even more4clear at the senior high school

level.. Business courses available'to non-whites were thosepthat taught clerical
.

skills or,retail sales. White students, all the other hand, were offered business

b programs emphasizing the managerial and financial aspects of the business world

as well-:-courses in taxation and the stock market, for example. Rather than

consisting Only o classes teaching specific occupational skills, business.

. programs at the white schools appear to have fridusedNAlso on business concepts,

cgs instructional topics.
;

-

Even more-IPlatant than the differences it vocational busine sh courses

were the content differences in programs dealing with manual,skills. Pgrams

in this area at schools with white populations were comprised largely of general

in uatrial arts classes. Programs offered at these schools in preparation for

sp fit manual occupations vete fairly limited. Coutses teaching manual skills at

the non-white and mixed schools were-typically different from those at white schools.

Few courses of the general industrial arts typOtad a predoMinAtely non-white en-

rollment at mixed schools; very few such courses were offered at non-white schools.
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Courses serving non-white student groups were more likely to consist of training
)r.

for specific low-level occupations--cosmetology, the needle trades, mill and

cabinet shop, building maintenance, t.v. repair, and vocational childAcare,

for examplethan were courses at white schools.

Two occupational training programs offered to whites, but not to non-

whites in the sample were marine technology and aviation, vocations of con-.

sidersibly higher status than those listed above. Thus, the content of vocational
MI

courses offered to non-whites consisted largely of specific preparation for

low-level occupations.

Furthermore, the differences found in the format of vocational courses
_

most likely Ate attended by whites and non-whites were such that they would
.

be likely to augment, the effects of the content differences. Programs at white

schools tended io,be held on-campus (or on a entlege campus) and fit into the

regalar sthool schedule. It Beene likely that students taking courses of this
.

type would perceive their classes to be "regular" classes and themselves to be

pert of the 'regular school program. In contrast, courses taken by non-whites

were often in a'format quite different from other classes lift their schools.

Many courses tended not.to be as closely linked po the regular school program

LI

aswere those attended by whites. -Many xtended beyond the regular class period

and were held at off-campus locations.
, is format was found as early as junior

high it one of the mixed schools studied. Tt seems very likely that students

spending extended periods of time in vocational training courses and leaving

the campus for on-the-job experience would feel considerably distanced from the

non-vocation al school program-at their schools. In these ways, it may be that

'non-whites were led to believe that schools and the more "regular" program of

courses'offered were not appropriate for them. With courses of Plus format

offered.as early as junior high school, iterhaps to students as.young as' 12 years,
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very early decisions about the'relevance of academics and schooling to future

opportunities may be taking place for some. These decisions may greatly affect

the social and economic positions these students eventually attain.

Clearly, then, programmatic differences in the vocational education'

4 experiences of the white and non-whites in the Study of Schooling sample point

to a stratification of students apd a differentiation of programs with serious

social and economic consequences., Non -white students were enrolled earlier,and

more extensively in progr raining specifically for low-status occupations

than were whites. Moreover, these programs more often took nonwhites off of

the school campus for extended periods of time, a format likely to distance

them from academics and the regular context of schooling.

These differences, in themselves, imply that inequities exist in the

educational experiences of many of the non-whites taking vocational education.

And, if the questionable returns to individual participants in such programs

found in the research on vocational training are considered: these inequities

are greatly compounded. The end result of many vocational programa in public

schools may be that large numbers of predominately non-white students are

channelled early into training for specific low-level occupations, rathei than

encouraged to continue in more academic programs. -.Nese students may be eased

out of the school setting through on- the -job training during the school day.

They may be likely to leave school early believing they have been trained in a

marketable skill, only to find that they cannot translate' these skint into

occupational advantage.

For, it is unlikely, that vocational training programs provide either the

type. or scope of education necessary to overcome race and class obstacles to

employment. It has been suggested by Collins (1971), Gintis (1971), Thurow

41977), and others that while schooling is related to employment opportunity,
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specific skills learned,prenot the critical elements. Thurow indicates that

for employers, the function bf education is not to impart skills but to "certify"

that an individual is trainable. Trainable individuals are those who have been

successful at school and, thereby, display motivation, general literacy, and

an indistrial.type df discipline. Collins posits that since the same dharacter-

istics--thosi largely related to inherited social status- -are required for

occupational success and school attainment, 'educational succ ss can substitute

for occupational screening by employers. Gintis theorizes thit educational
.....

qualifications are, for the most part, a reflection of the personality character-

istics that employers loa for when hiring. This body of work relates to the

opportunities of non-white vocational students in the following way. It is

unlikely that employeri Slew graduates of vocational programs, and certainly

not early leavers, as successfulet_school. Students from vocational programa,

-in fact, may be seen as school failures, unable to succeed in the more academic

programs (Collins, 1979). As a result, employers are likely to prefer non-

vocational students who appear to be more certified as trainable. For non-

white vocational students, these difficulties may be even more pronounced. For

in obtaitin4 any but the lowest-leVel positions it may be more essential for ,4"

non-whites to have the appropriate school certification. Because of the hiatoric ti

barriers faced by non-whites in employment, employers may require greater

assurance of the possession of the desired Cultural and personality character-

istics in non -white employees. Vocational education program attendance does

not appear to supply this assurance.

In view of these findingS, school people and policy makers should

Seriously reconsider the appropriateness of specific occupational training in

secondary schools.. It is likely that these programs do not serve the democratic

ends most Americans with their schools to achieve.
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FOOTNOTES

1. NOXe detailed information on A Study of Schooling can be found

in e series of four' sequential articles published in the Phi Delta Kappan.

The first in this series, Goodlad, Sj.rotnik and Overman; includes a con-

ceptual overview, tivaample design, and the types of date collected. This

series,is available as A Study of Schooling Technical Report No. 1, 1979-1980.

2. It should-be kept in mind that this analysis is based on the

number of - different course offerings available at a school and does not

consider the number of sections of a Articular course that may have been

offered. 4

-9

r
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TABLE 1

Number and
Percentage of FT% in Subject Areas:

*

Secondary Schools

English

Math

Social Studies

Sr.High Schools

N X

(139.95)

( 90.93)

( 92.15)

20%

13%

13%

Science (,83.93) 12%

Arts ( 56.08) 8%

Foreign Language ( 34.25) 5%

Vocational Education (153.45) 22

P.E. ( 61.601

a.

TOTAL (712.34)100%

c
Jr.High Schools

(95.73 22%

(74.60) 18%

(59.69) 14%

I (50.13) 12%

(44.48) 10%

( 6.2 ) 01%

{49.48) 121%

(45.47) 41%

(422:77)100%

'vas

Percentages bases on total FTEs in subject areas only- -other teaching,

e.g., special ed, was excluded.

II
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TABLE 2

Proportion of Total Instructional
Program Devoted to Vocational Education

.Rank Order of Secondary Schools By Level

high Schools Junior RigOliddle Schools

School % of FTEs School % of Ins

Fairfield 42% Manchester 22%

Euclid. 41 Fiarfield 15

Dennison 35 Newport 13.

.

Woodlake 27 Vista 13

Creitview 24 Bradford 17

Vista 22 Euclid 12
...---- /Atwater 21 Atwater j 8

Rosemont 21 Crestview 7

Manchester' 19 Palisades 7

,

Laurel 15 Rosemont 7

Bradford 14 Woodlake
...

7_

Newport 13 Laurel 4

Palisades- 13

Range = 29 percent Range = 18 percent

= 27.49 = 11.58

-s.d. = 10.04 s:d. 4.92
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TABLE 3

Allocation of Teacher Resource'
And School Race/Ethnicity

Senior High Schciks

Race/Ethnicity

Mixed and non-white

Xz FTES

23.14%

20.05%

. Junior High Schools

Race/Ethnicity X% FTES

White. 9.83%

Mixed and non-white 11.33%
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TABLE 4

Characteristics of Vocational Programs
And Race/Ethnicity of Students Enrolled

Junior High Schools

Format

Regular School Class Extended-Time/Off Campus

Non-white White . Non-white
White Schools Mixed Schools Schools Mixed Schools

CONTENT TYPE

Business Vista (1)8 Rosemont (1)c
Newpqrt (1)d
Laurel alb
Manchester (1)c

Trade

Military

Agriculture

iii

Home Vista (1) Rosemont (Iya--,,,.
Economics Crestview (1) Newport (2)d

Woodlake .(1) Palisades (2)b
Atwater (1) Laurel (1)c

. Bradford (1) Manchestee(2)c
Euclid (1)

General
Industrial Arts,

Consumer/
Career/Mis.

Vista (1)
Crestview (1)
Woodlake (1)
Atwater (2)
Bradford (3)
Euclid (1)

Bradford (1)

Rosemont (1)c
Newport (3)d
Palisades (1)b
Manchester (1)b

_Palisades (1)d Vista cl)

Fairfield (6)c

A. school name (number of distinctecourses offered)
- b. mixed school, course enrollment predominately white

c. enrollment predominately non-white
d. mixed school, race /ethnicity of enrolled students not known
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TABLES

Distribution of Vocational
Course Types by Race/Ethnicity

of Schools

Jr. High Schools

Type of course

White Schools Non-white/Mixed Schools

Business 05% 16%

Trade
24%

Military

AgricUlture --

Home Economics 37% 32%

Industrial Arts 47% 24%

Consumer/Career/Misc: 11% 4%

100% 100%
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CONTENT TYPE

Business

Trade
Preparation

TABLE 6

Characteristics of Vocational
and Race/Ethnicity of Students

Senior High Schools

Format

Regular School Class

Non-white
Mixed SchoolsWhite Schools

Vista (9).
Crestview (4)
Woodlake (3)
Atwater (2)
Bradford (5)
Euclid (3)
Dennison (6)

Cograus
rolled

Fairfield (4)b
Palisades (2)b(1)c
Laurel (1)c
Newport (2)d
Rosemont (3)c
Manchester (3)c

Vista (1) Newport (1)d
Crestview (1) Manchester (4)c
Woodlake (1)
Atwater (1)
Bradford (4)

Military Woodlake (1)

Agriculture Euclid (2)
Dennison (2)

Boos Economics Vista (4)
Crestview (2)-

Woodlake (1)
Bradford (2)
Euclid (1)
Dennison (2)

General

Industrial Arts

Consumer/
Career /Misc.

Vista (3)
Crestview (2)
Woodleke (5)
Atwater (2)
Bradford (3)
Euclid (7)

Vista (1)
Euclid (1)
Dennison (1)

Newport (1)d
Rosemont (1)c
Palisades (1)d
Manchester (1)C

Fairfield (2)b

Fairfield (4)b
Palisades (2)c
Laurel (1)c
Newport (2)d
Rosemont (3)c
Manchester (4)c

Palisades (1)c'
Laurel'(1)c
Newport (3)d
Rosemont (3)c
Manchester (1)c

Newport (1)d
Rosemont (1)c
MangNkster (1)c

Extended Time/Off Campus

Non-white
White Schools Mixed Schools

Vista (2)
Woodlake (1)
Bradford (1)

I
Woodlake (3)

Crestview (1)
Euclid (1)

Fairfield(1)6 (1)c
Laurel (1)b
Rosemont (4)c

Fiarfield (4)c
Laurel (4)c
Newport-(1)d
Rosemont (11)c
Manchester (1)c

Fairfield (1)c,

Pllisades (1)d

a.

b.

c.

d.

-

school name (number of dj.stinct courses offered)
Mixed school, course enrollment predominately white
enrollment predominately non-white
mixed school, race/ethnicity of enrolled students not known
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TABLE 7

Distribution of Vocational
Course Types by Bice/Ethnicity

of Schools

Sr. High Schools

Type of Course

White Schools Non - white /Mixed Schools

Business 39% 27%

Trade 12% 11%

Military -1% 5%

Agriculture 4% 3%

Boma Eidnomies 13% ti 19%

Industrial Arts 25% 10%

Consumer/Career/Misc. 6% 5%

102 100%

0

Pet

011
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

TEACHER RESOURCES, CONTENT, AND FORMAT'

School Vista Senior High

Race /Ethnicity White_

SES -- Middle.

Location -- Suburban *.

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 22%qtotal FTEs

I

a

I
Course-Offerings

Content Format

Personal Typing
Typing I
Accounting
Shorthand
Intensive ofriie education
Cooperative office education
OcCupational Work Experience- -

(business, management, tax, banking,
labor regulations)

Stock Market

Distributive Ed (marketing & economics)

Reg. class
Reg. class
Reg. class
Reg. class
Reg. class
Reg. class
1/2 day program

'Reg. class
2 yr.program
work-study 4

TRADES Architectural Drafting( Reg.class
.

HOME ECONOMICS Hompakingsr& II Reg.class
Si me survival Reg.class
Relatimships Reg.class

GENERAL a Woodworking,I Eg II
INDUSTRIAL_ ARTS EleCtrical Shop

. CONSUMER
ENIKAtION,.

Consumer Pstchology

42
41

Reg.class
Reg. class

Reg.class



School -- Crestview Senior High

Race/Ethnicity -- White

SES -- Middle/Low

Location -- Suburban

Teacher Resources Allocated --24I Total FTEs

BUSINESS

TRADES

HOME ECONOMICS

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL ARTS

CAREER OR
CONSUMER ED.

Course Offerings

Content

Economics
Business Typing.I & II
Shorthand

Machine Shop

Home Economics I & II

Mechanical DAwing (speoifie4 for
general education)

Metal Working

Life Logic
Supervised work expirience

43
42

Format

Reg.class
Reg.class
Reg.class

Reg.class-

Reg.class

Reggclass

Reg.class

Reg. class

On-the-job



'
School -- Woodlake'Seninr High

Race/Ethnicity -- Witte

SES Fiddle

Location --' Suburban

Teacher ResourceaAllocated -- 27% Total'IPTEs

Type

BUSINESS

TRADES

MILITARY

1

104 )

' Course Offeiin s

Content

Typing

Business Machines
Accounting' .

Pre-Voc. (inter aiscip. math /lang. arts,
money management, banking)

Power Mechanics /
Aute-MaiAtenance
Health Careera-
Marine Technol

-HOME ECONOMICS

GENERAL

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

4

V

Naval Science (like ROTC)

i4 f

Child Development

Mechanical6Dravini
Electronics.

Woodshop X
Metals

ro

I

Format

A Reg.class
Reg. class

Reg.class.

Work-study
Loption)

Reg.class
2 hrs/day
2 hrs/day
-2 hrt/day

Reg. class

Reg.class
Reg.class
Reg.class

.Reg.cliss



School Atwater Senior High

Rice /Ethnicity White'

SES -- Middle

LoCitiOn Urban,

Tischer Resoutces Allocated -- 21% TotalFTEs

Course Offerings

Content
4

'4USINESS Touch Typing
Accounting

TRADES' Auto Shop

1

HOME.ECONOMICS Foods Management
A

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL -ARTS

V

Wbods -

Metals

L

7

S

45

44

5'

Format

Reg.class"

Reg.class

Reg.class

Reg.class

Reg.class
Reg.class

1

J

f

ti

I



A

School, -- Bradford Senior High

Race/Ethnicity -- White

SES Middle/Low

Location -- Suburban

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 14% Total FTEs-

Course Offerings

Type

BUSINESS

TRADES

Content

6ins

Accounting I & II
Office Practice
Distributive Ed. (marketing)

Business English

Aviation

Vocational auto techy
Auto Accessories
Auto Engines

ROME ECONOMICS Child Care
Nutrition

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Electronics
Metals
Woods

+

45 IC

A

Format

Reg.class
Reg.class
Reg.class
2 yr.program with
work exp.

Reg. class

Beg.class
,Reg.class
Reg.class
Reg.class

Reg.class
Reg.class

Reg.class
Reg.class
Reg.class



%,

40

School -7 Eyelid Senior High

Race /Ethnicity -- White

SES -- Middle

Location -7 Rural

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 41% Total FTEs

Course Of

Content Format

BUSINESS Bbokkeeping . Reg. class
Business Law Reg.class
Office Procedures . Reg. class

AGRICULTURE Intro to Agriculture Reg. class

Livestock Production Reg. class

HOME ECONOMICS Family Liting Reg. class

.GENERAL General Shop
INDUSTRIAL ARTS General Shop (class forms corporation)

Woods I & II
Senior. Industrial Arts
Mechanical Drawing
Drafting II

Reg. class

Reg. class

Reg. class

Reg. class

Reg. class

Reg:class

-CAREER & CCUEP --general consumer and Extended
CONSUMER ED. career education On-the-job

,4

46

e



School -- Dennison Secgadary School

Race/Ethnicity White

SES Middle

Location -- Rural

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 35% Total FTEa

Course Offerings

Type Content ormat-

BUSINESS Shorthand' - , 'Reg.class
Accounting Reg. class
'Typing Reg.class
Data Processing Rel.class
Business Law, Reg. class
Stocks/futures Reg.class

AGRICULTURE Agriculture Core I & II,.
(FFA j,rogram)

Reg. class

HOME ECONOMICS Boys Home Economics Reg.class
Holiday Crafts Reg.class

4

CONSUMER Consumer Economics Reg.class

I

47
48. .



School -- Fairfield Senior High

Race/Ethnicity -- Mixed (53% White, 42% Mex-Amer, 1% other)

SES-1-jiddle/Los;

Location -- Rural /Suburban

_DTA Content

A,ICOLTURE Ag. I
Ag. III
Ag. Coop.

BUSINESS

TRADES

Course Offerings

Vo.Ed. Pre-employment lab-basic
business office skills

Bookkeeping
Typing
Duplicating Skills
Distributive Ed (marketing)
CUM Coop.

Cosmetology
Auto Repair '

Building Construction
Home & community services

(indust. &.institutional
cooking and sewing)

NOMICS Home Economics
Home Economics II
Home Economics III

,

Home Economics cooperative ed

(EEC)

49

,48

t.

Extended 33%
Extended 20%
Extended. 33%
Extended 20%

Reg.class 47%
Reg. class 62%
Reg.class 86%
Extended 58%

Format
Race/Eth.
(% White)

Reg.class' 91%
Reg.class 80%
Extended 43%

Reg.class 11%

.Reg. class 61%
Reg.class 57%
Ixtended 0%
Extended 62%
Reg.class 62%

ti

1,



School $-- Palisades Senior High

Race/Ethnicity -- Mixed (50% White, 50% Black)

SES High/Middle

Location -- Suburban

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 13% Total FTEs

Course Offerings

Race/Eth.
21_. Content Format (% White)

BUSINESS Orientation to Dist.Ed. Reg:class 54%
(marketing - 2 yr. program)

Personal record keeping Reg.class 20%
Shorthand Reg.class

HOME ECONOMICS Sewing--vocational Reg.class 31%
Foods - -meal management Reg.class 15%

, ..

MILIT#RY ROTC Reg.clas!

GENERAL

INDUSTRIAL ARTS Beginning Woods Reg.class 38%

GENERAL CAREER Supervised York exp. 2 .hrs/day
CONSUMER, OR
WORK EXP.

49 50

0

I
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School -- Newport Senior High

Raci/Ethnicity -- Mixed (47% White, 9% Black, 17% Asian, 18% Mex-Amer, 9% other)

SES -- Middle

Location -- Urban

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 132 Total ETES

ape
BUSINESS

TRADES

MILITARY

HOME ECONOMICS

MEW& 1--
INDUSTRIAL ARTS

htl

Course Offerings

Content

Typing
Accounti4

Hospital Occupations
Auto Mechanics

ROTC

Beginning Clothing .

Child Care (parenting)

'Woodworking
Electronics
Metalworking

Career Planning

51
50

Format

Reg.class
Reg.class

2 semesters
2 lira /day

2 hrs/day

Reg. -class

Reg. class

Reg. class

Reg.class
Reg.class

Reg. class

Race/Eth.
(% White)

Missing



I

School -- Laurel Senior High

Race/Ethnicity -- Mixed (52% White, 482 Black)

.SES -- Low

Location -- Rural

Teacher Resources Allocated 15% Total FTE4

Course Offerings

Type Content Format
Rsce/Eth.

(% White)

BUSINESS Ittensive office practice 2 hrs/day ..
Type Reg.class 42%

HOME ECONOMICS Home Economics Reg.class 22%

CENTRAL
INDUSTRIAL ARTS Industrial Arts Reg.class 16%

Four other vocational courses are available to students at Laurel by going to

a nearby high school. These classes require considerable time away from school

as they are 2 hour clisses. The classes are made available first to students in
-

Laurel's vocational education programs so it is probable that Most-of the

participants are non-Odite. The courses seem oriented toward specific skills

and trades:

transportation

electro -mechanical

metal fabrication

construction

51



School -- Rosemont Senior High

Race/Ethnicity -- Mexicali American

SES -- Low

Location -- Urban

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 212 Total File

Course Offerings

Type

BUSINESS

MILITARY

TRADES

HOME ECONOMICS
AND CONSUMER

Content
01/

Record Keeping
Bookkeeping
Shorthand

Distributive Ed.(marketir10
BOO Lab - bilingual office occupations
VOE - office skills
VOE - pre-employment lab

ROTC

Mill & cabinet shop
Cosmetalogy .

Needle trades
U4polstery
Body and fender
Printing
Vocational Drafting
Commercial art
Auto mechanics
Voc.,commercial photography
Home economics cooperative ed.
'(Child care, food service, housekeeping)

Consumer education
Home economics I & II
Child development

GENERAL General shop
INDUSTRIAL ARTS Woodworking

General drafting

52

Format

Reg.class
Reg.class
Reg.class
Extended

3 yr.prog. 3,hrs/day
2 hrs/day
2 hrs/day

Reg.class

3 yr.prog. 3 hrs/day
3 yr.prog. 3 hrs/day
3 yr.prog. 3 hrs/day
lryr.prog. 3 hrs/day
3 yr.prog. 3 hrs/day
3 yr.prog. 3 hrs/day
3 yr.prog. 3 hrs/day
3 yr.prog. 3 hrs/day
3 yr.prog. 3 hrs/day
3 yr.prog. 3 hrs/day

3 yr.prog. 3 hrs/day

Reg.class
Reg.class
Reg.clagis

Reg.class
Reg.class
Reg.class

1IP
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School -- Manchester Senior High

Race/Ethnicity -- Black

SES -- Middle

Location -- Urban

leacher Resources Allocated -- 19% Total FTEe

Type

BUSINESS

MILITARY

TRADES

HOME ECONOMICS

/

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL ARTS

CAREERS

Course Offerings

Content

Typing
Business education
Bookkeeping

ROTC

Horticulture

.Architecture
Electronics - T.V. repair
Machine shop
Child development

Home economics
Family living
Clothing I & II

Industrial arts.

Careers

A

(votational child care)'

53 e

I

54

I

Format

Reg.class
Reg.class
Reg.class

Reg.class
Reg.class

* Reg.class
Reg.class
Work study

Reg.class
Reg.class
Reg.class

Regra

Reg.class

41

S.



,

School --.Vista Junior4Ligh

Race/Ethnicity - -.White

SES -7 Middle

Location Subujn

Teachei Resources A,11odeted NT, 13% Total FTEs

A

Type

Course Offerings

. HOME coNomIcs Home'arts.

GENde
. INDUSTRIAL ARTS. 'Industrial arts

-3,

%School -- Crestview Middle School
--

Race/Ethnicity -- White

SES Middle/Low

'Location.-- Suburban
1r

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 7% ,Total FTEs'

Format

Reg.class

Reg.class

Reg. class

Course Offerings

'Content - Format
,

-HOME ECONOMICS Home economics Reg.class
..,'

GENERAL
.,

, rpusTRAI. ARTS She Reg.class

10..
4'

S

,54 55



School -- Woddlake Junior ,High

Race/Ethnicity -- White

SES -- Middle

Location -- Suburban

Teacher Resources'Allocated -- 7% Total FTEs

Type

HOME ECONOMICS

Course Offerings

Content

Rome economics

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL ARTS Engines

School -- Atwater Junior High

{Race /Ethnicity White

..SES -- Middle

Location*-- Urban

41ktTeicher'Resources Allocated'-- 8% Total FTEs'

a

HOME ECONOMICS

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL AR /.

Course Offerings

Content

Hoke economics

Industrial arts
Mechanical drawing

55 56

ft

Format

eg.class

Reg.class -

Format

Reg. class

Reg.class
Reg.alasi

a

."'L47j

ti



School -7 Bradford Junior High

Race / Ethnicity -- White

SES Middle/Low

Location -- Suburban
A

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 12% Total -FTES

Course Offerings

Tape Content Format

HOME ECONOMICS Foods Reg.class

GENERAL Woods Reg.class
INDUSTRIAL ARTS Metals Reg.class

Mechanical drawing Reg.class

CAREER Careers Reg.class

School Euclid Junior High

Race/Ethnicity White

SES -- Middle

Location -- Rural

`Teacher Resources Allocated'-- 12% Total FTEs

Tips

HOME ECONOMICS

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Course Offerings

Content

Home economics

Industrial arts

56

Format

Reg.class

Reg.class
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School -- palisades MiddltrAghool ,

Race/Ethnicity -- Mixed (50% White, 45% Black, 4yiexichn-American, it Asian)

SES High Middle

Lochvion -- Suburban

Teacher ResoUrces Allochited -- 7% Tot#1 FTEs

Course Offerings'

Race/Eth.
Type Content Format (%'White)

HOME ECONOMICS nods,
Home economics

Reg. class

Reg.class
522
612

GENERAL'

INDUSTRIAL ARTS- Woodshop Reg. class 682

'CAREERS- PECE (Career ed.) Reg. class

School -- Laurel Middle School

Race/Ethnicity -- Mixed

SES -- Middle/Low

Location -- Rural,

Teacher, Resources Alloca ed 7- 4% Total FTEs

;
Course Offerings

e Content

BUSINESS Typing

HOME ECONOMICS Domestic arts

57 58

Race/Eth.
Format (% White)

Reg.class 832

Reg.class 352



School -- Fairfield Junior High

o,

Race/Ethnicity -- Mixed (46% White, 4% Black, 50% Mexican-American)

SES -- Middle/Low

Location -- Rural

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 15% Tothl FTEs

TyPe

TRADE PREPARATION

,

Course Offerings

Race/Eth.
Content Format (% White)

,

Home and community services s2/hrs off campus 0%
Duplicating skills 2/hrs off campus 33%
Horticulture , 2/hrs off campus 1 67%
General mechanical repair 2/hrs off campus 50%
Building maintenance 2fhrs off campus 0%
General construction trades 2/hrs off campus

School -- Newport Junior High

Rhce/Ethnicity -- Mixed (46% White, 11% Black; 17% Asian,

SES -- Middle

Location Urban

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 13% Total FTEs

Type

BUSINESS

HOME ECONOMICS

Content

Typing

Foods
Clothing

GENERAL.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS Woods

Metals

Drafting

Course Offerings

58

59

25% Mexican-American)

Format

Reg.class

Reg.class
Reg.class

Reg.clAss .

RegAelass
Reg.class

Race]Eth.

(% White)

',Missing



"16. School -- Rosemont Middle School

Race/Ethnicity -- Mexican American

SES -- Low

Location -- Urban

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 7% Total ETES

Course Offerings

Ty a Content

BUSINESS Typing

HOME ECONOMICS Home economics

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL ARTS Shop

School -- Manchester Middle School

Race/Ethnicity -- Black

SES Middle

Location -- Urban

Teacher Resources Allocated -- 22% Total FTEs

Format

Reg. class

Reg.class

Reg.class

Course Offerings
P P

Type Content = Format

BUSINESS Typing Reg.class

HOME ECONOMICS Foods Reg.class
Clothing design Reg.class

GENERAL
INDUSTRIAL ARTS Woodshop Reg.class

Metal shop Reg.class
Graphic arts Reg.class
Drafting Reg.class
Mid prep. Reg.class

54 60





Percentage of FIBS in Subject Areas:*-

Junior Sigh/Middle Schools

Total Subject
Tchrs. Tchrs. Emilie! Math Science Soc. Stud. For. Lent.

_Vista- -- 49 410-33 (10)212 (8)412 (81f3)182 (7)152 (0)0i

Crestview 32 30.33 (91/3)312 (5)162 (4)132 (4)132 (0)02
A

Fairfield 42 39.20 (94/5)252 (6)152 (5)132 (5)132 (3/5) 12

osehoat 44 41.80 (10)242 (8)192 (64/5)162 (6)142 .1 (1)2%
-..,

Bewport 75 59.60 .(11)182 (102/5)172 (5)82 (83/5)14% (4/5)12

Woodlake 30 30.66 (8)262 . (4)132 (3)102 (4)132 (2/3)22

Atwater 24 24 (4)172 (4)172 (2)82 (4)17% (0)0%

Palisades 49 44.60 (12)272 (10)222 (3)72 (6)132 (*O)2%

Laurel 24 15 (4)272 (3)202 (3)202 (12/5)92 (0)02
.

Manchester 62 54.20 (93/5)182 (93/5)182 (4)7% (7)132 (2)42 /

Bradford 35 32.40 (7)222 (53/5)172 (5)152 (54/5)182 (0)02

Euclid 13 6.67 (1)152 (1)152 .: (1)152 - (5/6)122 . (1/3)52-

Percentage based on total PiEs in subject,areas only -
other teaching, e.g., special ad., was excluded.

<1

Arts Voc.

(5)112 (6)132

(4)132 (2)72

(14/5)52 (6)152

(3)7% (3)72

(8)132 (8)132

(4)132 (2)72 .

(5)212 (2)82

(3
4
/5)92 (3)72

(2)13% (3/5)42

(4)72 (12)222

(3)92 (4)122

(5/6)122 (5/6)12%

1

P.E. % Academic

(3)62 . 712

(2)72 732

(5)132 682

(4)10% 752

(74/5)132 582

(5)162 642

(3)13% 592

f6)13Z 712

(1)72 762

(6)112 602

(2)62 72%

(2/3)102 622,-

63



Percentage of FTEs in Subject Areas:*
High' Schools

Total
Tchrs.

Subject
Tchrs. English Math Science Soc. Stud. For. Lang. Arts Voc. P.E. Academic

Vista" . 84 81 (16)202 (10)122 (10)122 (9)112 (3)42 (9)112 (18)222 (5)62 592

-Crestview 44 44.59 (9)202 (603%. (4)92 (6)132 (11/6)32 (41/3)102 (103/5)242 (3) 72 582

'airfield 57 5340 (91/5)17k% (5)92 (5)92
4

(4 /5)92 (1)22 (13/5)3; (223/5)422 (4)8% 46%

.osamont 121 118.60 (261/5)222 (16)132 (173/5)152 ,(153/5)132 (5)42 (6)5% .(25)212 (71/5)62 67%

Newport 85 70.25 (133/4)192 (8)112 (7)102 (73/4)112 4' (63/4)102 (73/4)11% (91/4)132 (10)14% 61%

Voodlake 57 54.80 (114/5)222 (5)92 (5)92 (7)132 (2)42 (4)82 (15)272 (5)92 572

Atwater '25 23.60 (5)21X (21/5)92 (2)82 (4)172 (1)42 (2)82 (5)21% (22/5)102 592

Palisades 68 63.80 (10)162 (92/5)152 (8)132 (10)162 (5)82 (72/5)122 (8)13% (6)9% 682

Laurel 18 '20 (3)152 (4)202 (3)152 (3)152. (0)02 (2)10% (3)15% (4402 652

Manchester 114 111 (25)232 (15)142 (14)132 (17)152 (6)52 (4)42 (21)192 (9)82 702

Bradford 63 49 (8)162 (8)162 (6)122 (6)122 (3)62 (6)122 (7)142 (6)122 622

Euclid 24 . 14.50 (2)142 (11/3)92 (11/3)92 (1)72 (1/3)22 (11/2)102 (6)412 (1)72 412

Dennison 11 8.50 (1)12% (1)12% (1)122 (1)122 (0)02 (1/2)62 (3)352 (1)122 482

*Percentages based on total FTEs in subject areas only -
other tesching:,e.g., special ed., was eAcluded.

65


